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GENERALIZED PROJECTORS AND CARTER
SUBGROUPS OF FINITE GROUPS

SURINDER K. SEHGAL

Abstract. Projectors of finite, solvable groups were defined by

Schunk [6]. In this paper, the author defines generalized projectors

of finite groups. They are the same as projectors in the case of

solvable groups. The existence of this class of subgroups is shown for

w-solvable groups satisfying certain properties.

Let % be a class of groups, which is closed under isomorphisms and

le*-
Definition. S is %-maximal in G if (i) S is a subgroup of G, (ii) S e ¿,

(iii) Sç 7 = G &Te ¿=>S= T.
Definition. S is a %-projector of G if (i) S is a subgroup of G, (ii)

H<G^HSjH is ¿-max in G\H.
Definition, ¿ 1S called a Schunk class if % satisfies the following

conditions: (a) if G e ¿, H<1G then G\H e x, (b) whenever all primitive

factor groups of a group G are in x then so is G in ¿.

Schunk [6] proved the following theorem.

Theorem. If x is a Schunk class then every finite, solvable group G has

a x-projector and all x-projectors are conjugate.

Definition. Let S be a class of subgroups of a finite group G. Then

we say S is a characteristic class of conjugate subgroups if (i) H e S and

a an automorphism of G then H" e S, (ii) H" is a conjugate of H under an

element of G i.e., 3g e G such that H"=H!'.
Definition. A finite group G is called ir-closed if it contains a normal

subgroup N which is a 7r-group and G¡N is a ir'-group.

All groups considered in this paper are finite.

Let x be any Schunk class consisting of solvable, 7r-closed groups. In

this paper we will show that if the 77'-subgroups of a 7r-solvable group G

have ¿-projectors and they form a characteristic class of conjugate sub-

groups then G has ¿-projectors and the ¿-projectors form a characteristic

class of conjugate subgroups. We cannot expect that all ¿-projectors are

conjugate as is clear from the case when G is a finite, nonabelian simple
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group and %=5R the class of all nilpotent groups. As can be easily seen,

the generalized Carter subgroups as defined in §2 are 9î-projectors, but the

converse is not true. We are unable to prove that ^-projectors exist and

they form a characteristic class of conjugate subgroups in the case when

GJN e x and Tv' is a direct product of isomorphic copies of simple non-

abelian groups. In case the existence of %-projectors can be shown in this

case then proofs similar to the ones given below prove that ^-projectors

exist in all finite groups and they form a characteristic class of conjugate

subgroups.

1. Definition. The descending Loewy series is defined as the character-

istic chain

G = A0(G) a Ax(G) =>••• = Ak(G) = {1}

where A,(G)=A(G) is the intersection of all the maximal normal sub-

groups of G and Ai+1(G)=A1(Ai(G)).

Denote by k the length of the descending Loewy series.

Remark. A(G)={1} if and only if G is a direct product of simple

groups.

Definition. A group G is called semisimple if G is isomorphic to a

direct product of simple groups.

Theorem 1.1.   Ifze Hom(G) then A^G")=A¿(G)a.

Proof. Let S be the set of all finite semisimple groups. Then S is a

formation as defined by Gashutz [4]. Let Gs be the S-residual of G (i.e.,

the smallest normal subgroup of G satisfying G/Gs e S). Obviously

Gs=Ax(G). Now by a lemma of Gashutz [4], the result follows.

Definition. A subgroup U of a finite group G is called a generalized

X-projector of G, if it satisfies the following conditions for all homo-

morphisms / of G.

(1) f(U) is a #-max subgroup of/(G).
(2) {f(U)} is a characteristic class of conjugate subgroups of/(G).

Remark.   It is clear that generalized %-projectors are the same as %-

projectors in the case when G is solvable.

Remark. If U is a generalized ^-projector of G, N<iG then UNjN is a

generalized ^-projector 0f GjN.

Remark. The class of generalized ^-projectors of G forms a character-

istic class of conjugate subgroups.

Lemma 1.2. Let Nbea normal subgroup of G such that N" is a character-

istic subgroup of G" for each homomorphism a ofG. Let U¡N be a generalized

X-projector of G[N and U a generalized x-projector of U; then U is a %-

projector of G.
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Proof. It is enough to show that UM\M satisfies conditions (i) and

(ii) in GjM where M is any normal subgroup of G. Suppose UM/Mz V/M;

V/M e ¿. Since UNM/NM is a generalized ¿-projector of GjNM; VNjNM

ex, therefore VN¡NM=UNM¡NM or V\M^UM\M but then

UM\M is a generalized ¿-projector of U/M hence UM\M= V/M. For (ii)

let a be any automorphism of G¡M. Then a induces an automorphism ä of

GjNM, but UNM/NM is a generalized ¿-projector of GjNM. Therefore

(UNM¡NMf=(UNM¡NMy for some g e G or (UM\MYg'^=UM\M but
UMIM is a generalized ¿-projector of U/M so (UM/M)" is a conjugate of

UM/M. Hence U is a generalized ¿-projector of G.

Remark. A homogeneous component of At_1(G) has the property

described in Lemma 1.2.

Theorem 1.3. Let tr be a set of primes and ¿ a Schunk class consisting

of solvable -n-closed groups. If the tt'-subgroups of a -n-solvable group G have

generalized %-projectors then so does G.

Proof. Suppose the result is not true. Let G be a group of smallest

possible order for which the result is false. Suppose there exists a non-

trivial solvable 7r-subgroup N of G satisfying N" which is a characteristic

subgroup of G" for cr any homomorphism of G. Then using the Schur-

Zassenhaus complement theorem [7], G/N is not a criminal and so has a

generalized ¿-projector say U/N. Now U is solvable, therefore has a

generalized ¿-projector say U. By Lemma 1.2, U is a generalized ¿-

projector of G which cannot happen. Now let N bea homogeneous com-

ponent of Aj^G). So we can assume N is a 7r'-group. G/N, being not a

criminal, has a generalized ¿-projector say U¡N. If U is a proper subgroup

of G then t/has a generalized ¿-projector say U and, by Lemma 1.2, £7 is

a generalized ¿-projector of G. So U=G. Now G cannot be a 77'-group by

hypothesis and it is clearly true that G has Sylow 7r-subgroups and all

Sylow 77-subgroups of G are conjugate. Let P he a Sylow 7r-subgroup of G.

Since P is solvable, P cannot be normal in G. So NG(P) is a proper sub-

group of G. Let U be a generalized ¿-projector of NG(P). We will show that

U is a generalized ¿-projector of G. Since G/N e ¿, a Sylow 7r-subgroup

of G/N is normal in G//V. So NG(P)NIN=NG/N(PNIN)=G¡N. Now UN/N
is a generalized ¿-projector of NG(P)NIN=GINand G¡N e x=>UNIN=G/N

so a Sylow 7r-subgroup of U is a Sylow 7r-subgroup of G but UsNG(P)=>P

is a Sylow 7r-subgroup of Uand P<\U. Let M be any normal subgroup of

G. We will now show that UM/M satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Suppose

UM/Mç V/M; V/M e ¿. So a Sylow 7r-subgroup of F/A/ is PM\M and,

by the choice of ¿, PMjM^VjM or V/MçNG/M(PMlM)=NG(P) • M\M
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but UM\M is a generalized ^-projector Gf NG(P)M\M. Hence UM\M=

V/M. For (ii) let a. be any automorphism of G/M. Then (Na(P)MfMf=

iNG/MiPMIM)y=NG/MiPMIMy or (NG(P)M/My-X=NG(P)MIM, but
UMjM is a generalized %-projector of NG(P)M¡M. Hence (UM/M)* is a

conjugate of UM\M. So t/ is a generalized %-projector of G.

2. Ja. G. Berkovic [1] has shown that if the 7r'-subgroups of a 7r-solvable

group G have a Carter subgroup and all the Carter subgroups are con-

jugate there then G also has a Carter subgroup and all Carter subgroups are

conjugate. In this section we will show that if the 7r'-subgroups of a 7r-

solvable group G have a generalized Carter subgroup and they form a

characteristic class of conjugate subgroups there then G has a generalized

Carter subgroup and the generalized Carter subgroups form a character-

istic class of conjugate subgroups.

Definition. A subgroup U of a finite group G is called a generalized

Carter subgroup of G if U satisfies the following conditions:

(a) U is nilpotent.

(b) NG(U)=U.

(c) If a is any automorphism of G then U" is a conjugate of U under an

element of G i.e., Ige G such that U'=U".

(d) UNjN satisfies conditions (a), (b), and (c) in G/N where N is any

normal subgroup of G.

Remark. If G is solvable then generalized Carter subgroups are the

same as the Carter subgroups of solvable groups.

Remark. If the 7r'-subgroups of a ir-solvable group G have a general-

ized Carter subgroup then the class of generalized Carter subgroups of G

forms a characteristic class of conjugate subgroups.

Remark. If the 7r'-subgroups of a 77-solvabIe group G have a general-

ized Carter subgroup then the homomorphic image of a generalized Carter

subgroup U under a group homomorphism a of G is a generalized Carter

subgroup of G".

Lemma 2.1. Let Nbe a normal subgroup of G such that N" is a character-

istic subgroup ofG" for each homomorphism o of G. Let U¡Nbe a generalized

Carter subgroup of GjN and U a generalized Carter subgroup of G. Then U

is a generalized Carter subgroup of G.

Proof.   Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.2.

Theorem 2.2. If the ri -subgroups of a -rr-solvable group G have general-

ized Carter subgroups, then so does G.

Proof. Suppose the result is false. Let G be a group of smallest possible

order for which the result is not true. Let Nhea homogeneous component
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of A4_1(G). Then G/N is not a criminal and so has a generalized Carter

subgroup say UfN. If Uis a proper subgroup of G then Uhas a generalized

Carter subgroup, say U, and by Lemma 2.1, U is a generalized Carter

subgroup of G. Hence we can assume 0=G, N isa 7r'-group and G is not a

7r'-group. Letp be a prime in 7r such that/) divides the order of G. LetP be a

Sylow ̂ -subgroup of G. If Pis normal in G then G=PxG1; |G1|<lG:|=>G1

has a generalized Carter subgroup, say Ux- Then, as can be easily seen,

U=Spx Ux is a generalized Carter subgroup of G. So we can assume that

NG(Sp) is a proper subgroup of G. Let U he a generalized Carter subgroup

of NG(Sp). We claim that U is a generalized Carter subgroup of G. Let

M be any normal subgroup of G. It is enough to show UM/M satisfies

conditions (a), (b) and (c) in G\M. (a) Clearly UM\M is nilpotent,

(b) NGIM(UM\M) £ NGlM (Sv M/M) = NG(SP)M¡M^NGIM(UMIM)=
UMI M. (c) If a is any automorphism of G/ M, then C/Af/Afs NG(SP)M¡M =

NGIM(SPM¡M). Now NGIM(SPMIMY=NGIM(SPMIM)° for some ge

G/M or (NQ(SJMIMy*~1=N0[S,)MIM. But U is a generalized Carter

subgroup of NG(SP). Therefore (UM/M)"9'1 is a conjugate of UM/M or

(UMj MY is a conjugate of UM/M. Hence U is a generalized Carter sub-

group of G.
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